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DESCRIPTION
An industrial, fiberglass reinforced,
smooth crepe paper backing with
pressure-sensitive natural rubber
adhesive. Medium strength and high
adhesion. Manufactured to perform
under a wide range of humidity and
temperature conditions. Good adhesion
and shear resistance offers a positive
splice under constant web tension.

NOMINAL VALUES
The following data are nominal values based on PSTC,
ASTM and other standard tests. The data should not be
considered as specifications.

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS
A high-temperature splicing tape, used
primarily in the floor covering and
abrasive manufacturing industries. Can
withstand temperature up to 400°F
(204°C). Suitable for high temperature
splicing of a variety of materials such as
vinyl floor coverings and heavy kraft
surfaces.

(at 180° peel angle)
ASTM D3330

Backing

Smooth Crepe Paper

Adhesive

Natural Rubber / Resin

Reinforcement

Fiberglass

90º Adhesion to Steel (oz/in of width)

54 (14.8 N/25mm)

Tensile Strength (lbs/in of width)
Machine Direction
Cross Direction

107 (468 N/25mm)
94 (411 N/25mm)

Elongation (% at break)

3.4

ASTM D3759

Quick Stick (oz/in of width)
To Kraft
To Steel

6 (1.6 N/25mm)
24 (6.6 N/25mm)

Total Thickness (mils)

12.4 (0.314mm)

ASTM D3652

Color
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While we believe them to be reliable, the statements and information
herein are only for general guidance and are not warrants or
guarantees for accuracy and completeness. The user must, by test
or otherwise, determine suitability for this purpose. There is no
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose. Our standard term and
conditions of sale apply exclusively to all orders, and all liability for
damages of any kind, including consequential, exceeding purchase
price is excluded. No one is authorized by us to make oral
warranties. We reserve the right to make changes without notice or
obligation in our products and publications.
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